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INTRODUCTION

A central learning objective of undergraduate science

education is to enhance students’ critical reasoning and

experimental design skills (1, 2). Development of these

competencies requires students to have opportunities to

practice identifying problems, generating focused hypothe-

ses, creating experimental models, and anticipating data

outcomes. Experimental design also demands that stu-

dents are able to effectively transfer and apply knowledge

from previous learning experiences to novel contexts, a

skill that serves as a persistent challenge for science under-

graduates (3, 4). Instructional strategies that offer students

opportunities to interleave concepts and to actively engage

with their learning may enhance knowledge transfer and

academic performance in the undergraduate sciences (3,

5). This active-learning exercise, therefore, uses a combi-

nation of team-based peer review and collaborative dis-

cussions to strengthen students’ skills in experimental

design and transfer of knowledge in the undergraduate sciences

(6–9).
This team-based exercise is designed for upper-level

undergraduate science courses of 50 or fewer students

and may be conducted via in-person or virtual formats. By

the end of this activity, the learner should be able to (i)

have a fundamental understanding of how to design a con-

trolled experiment, (ii) evaluate the strengths and areas of

improvement of experiment proposals, and (iii) identify

how diverse scientific concepts from prior learning experi-

ences apply to novel experiment-based problems.

PROCEDURE

Activity format

The flexible design of this activity allows for adaptation

to a variety of course schedules and delivery modes and may

be conducted once or multiple times during a term.

Suggested timelines for delivery are provided in Appendix

1. The activity requires the instructor to organize students

into teams of 4 to 5 learners prior to the activity start

date. Each team then completes the activity via four con-

secutive steps (proposal drafting, peer review, proposal re-

vision, and class discussion), each of which is discussed below

(Fig. 1).

Proposal drafting

The activity begins with each team receiving a focused

research question to serve as the basis for their proposal

(see Appendix 1 for question examples). The instructor may

assign the same or different research questions to the

teams, or the teams may be invited to generate their own

research questions. Team members are then given a desig-

nated amount of time (i.e., according to one of the timeline

schedules suggested in Appendix 1) to complete an experi-

ment proposal template (Appendix 2). This proposal

requires each team to (i) state the research question, (ii)

design a controlled experiment to address the research

question, (iii) indicate how the data will be analyzed, (iv)

illustrate the various predicted outcomes, and (v) describe

how the experiment integrates knowledge from previous

learning experiences. Regarding the latter, the proposal

requires teams to describe how at least 2 concepts (i.e.,

theory, technique, etc.) learned in previous courses are

illustrated in the theoretical and/or technical aspect(s) of

the experiment plan. Instructors are encouraged to use

the proposal template as a guide to provide learners with

a brief (20 to 30 min) in-person or recorded tutorial on

the expectations for drafting effective experiment pro-

posals prior to initiation of this exercise.
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Peer review

Once proposals have been drafted, each team will have

the opportunity to review one proposal prepared by another

team. The instructor may randomly match the teams into pairs

whereby the pair groups swap proposals for their peers to

review. Each team pairing may be assigned a designated space

on the course learning management system to facilitate sharing

of documents. Within a specified time frame (Appendix 1),

each team is then expected to provide feedback on their peer

group’s proposal by using a peer review evaluation template

(Appendix 3). This template requires learners to assess the

overall strengths and areas for improvement of the experi-

mental plan, and it also requires teams to provide additional

insight into how the experiment demonstrates integration of

prior knowledge. Teams are encouraged to use editing track-

ing features on their word-processing programs to directly

provide edits and constructive feedback. Teams then submit

the completed evaluation template and edited proposal to

their respective pair group and to the instructor via the course

learning management system. Teams will be assessed by the in-

structor on the quality of peer feedback (see “Evaluation” for
details). Prior to initiating the peer review process, instructors

are encouraged to provide learners with a brief (20 to 30 min)

tutorial on how to provide fair and constructive feedback to

support peer learning using the peer review evaluation tem-

plate as a guide.

Proposal revision

Teams are then provided with a specific amount of time

(Appendix 1) to revise their experiment proposals based on

the feedback received from their peer group. Teams then sub-

mit their revised proposals via the course learning manage-

ment system for evaluation by the instructor (see “Evaluation”
for details).

Class discussion

Once proposals have been revised and submitted, the

class may meet as a collective unit to discuss key outcomes

of the activity. For example, the class discussion may involve

(i) proposal presentations by volunteer team groups, (ii) dis-

cussion of the benefits and challenges of experiment design/

proposal writing, (iii) prediction of experiment outcomes of

different team proposals, (iv) discussion on the importance

of knowledge transfer (i.e., understanding how connections

between disciplines can enhance experiment planning), and

(v) practice applying new skills by collectively designing a

class experiment(s) based on a new research question.

Evaluation

Evaluation of this activity includes three points of assess-

ment. The first assessment evaluates the completeness and

quality of feedback provided by each team on their peer group’s
proposal. The second assessment evaluates the completeness,

quality, and evidence of knowledge integration of the final

experiment proposal submitted by each team. The instructor

may evaluate these two points of assessments by using the re-

spective marking rubrics (Appendix 4). A single mark is assigned

to each group for each of these two assessments. Lastly, each

student is expected to complete a confidential peer-evaluation

form (Appendix 4) for each member of their team after final

proposals have been submitted. These peer-evaluation forms

are submitted directly to the instructor via the course learning

management system, and the average of the peer-evaluation

marks may be calculated for each team member. The first two

instructor-graded assessments may represent a larger weight of

the student’s overall activity mark relative to that of the average

of peer-evaluation grades.

CONCLUSION

Altogether, this collaborative team-based activity aims to

strengthen learners’ capacity to design focused experiments,

to accurately anticipate data outcomes, and to ultimately rec-

ognize how transfer of prior knowledge may support creative

solutions to research problems in science-related fields. This

activity may also be adapted for alternative applications to sup-

port diverse learning objectives such as writing of literature

reviews, critique of published experiments, or design of scien-

tific posters and seminars.

FIG 1. The sequential steps of the experiment design activity.
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